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#LEAPFrench
In order to bring together every student following a French course at the
University Language Centre, we have created the Twitter hashtag #LEAPFrench.
Any tweet containing this hashtag will appear in the box below, and will be visible
on every Blackboard site for LEAP French course and publicly on Twitter.
To get started
What is Twitter? How do I join? What is a hashtag?
How to get involved?
To start with, just look at the feed on the right-hand side - it will be a great way
for you to:
find out about news and events relating to French language in Manchester
and at the ULC
find reading suggestions in French - at all levels
discover who else is studying French at the University Language Centre
Interested? Why not start tweeting?
Just compose a tweet and add the hashtag #LEAPFrench to it. Your tweets will
appear in the feed on the right-hand side and will be visible to all. Use the
hashtag to:
share the things you've read or watched with the rest of the LEAP French
community - ask for opinions, exchange ideas in French
ask the community for language learning advice and tips - remember that
people on #LEAPFrench are learning the language at all levels, from A1 to
C2. There will always be someone who can help you, and someone you can
help.
sell your old books or buy someone else's old books.
organise socials, find someone to go see a French film with.
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@UoMLangCentre UoM Language Centre
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Thinking of using your French for work? Why
not get an internationally-recognised
qualification? http://t.co/6GGuXnnW8t
#LEAPFrench
@UoMLangCentre UoM Language Centre

2h

Why do we make mistakes? Blame your brain,
the original autocorrector via @guardian
#LEAPFrench http://t.co/8b5iGoTFWM
@kshjensen Kathrine Jensen

2d

RT @BenGuilbaud: On Friday I will be talking
about Twitter and what it can do for
language tutors @UoMLangCentre
#LEAPFrench
@BenGuilbaud Benoît Guilbaud

2d

L'actualité française au quotidien : JT France
2 - http://t.co/2ewFozDsBm #LEAPFrench
@BenGuilbaud Benoît Guilbaud

2d

Le passé simple - Le connûtes-vous ?
http://t.co/YCswQyZB40 #LEAPFrench
SHOW OLDER

Look out for tweets from the University Language Centre team @UoMLangCentre.
Please note
The Twitter hashtag should not replace traditional email communications for
matters such as attendance, lateness, administrative queries, formal complaints
and grievances. Please refer to the 'Essential information' page to find out who to
contact.
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